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Compilation of source code from different papers and books is a tedious and lengthy process. 
The result of the first phase of compilation, which is tokens, is given to the next phase called 
parsing which outputs a parse tree (also called syntax tree) to a grammar for a given input 
string. If there is more than one parse tree which are different with one another, then it calls 
the grammar as ambiguous grammar, or in short there exists an ambiguity in the grammar 
This paper tries to present an alternative method for checking the so called ambiguity 
problem in context free grammars by having an infix tree structure for a given input and 
comparing it with the corresponding parse trees and obtained from the given grammar in a 
top-down parsing approach 
 
 





Different papers and books define and describe the process of compilation done by a 
compiler clearly. As it is stated in previous studies, source code is converted and changed to 
a target machine code, there are a number of steps (phases) under go arrangement by a 
compiler (Dube and Feeley, 2000; Aho et al., 2007; Costa et al., 2005; Luca et al., 2013; 
Richard and Hafiz, 2006). Of these phases, the second is the syntax analysis phase, done by 
syntax analyzer, which is next to lexical analysis one. As it is described there, this phase has 
actually different, but the same meaning, naming like parsing and hierarchical analysis. The 
output obtained from the first phase of compilation (also called lexical/ linear analysis or 
scanning) which is, in fact, the sequence of characters called tokens are grouped 
hierarchically into nested collections with collective meaning. These tokens resulted from 
lexical analysis are given to the syntax analysis phase of compilation, and checks whether 
that string can be generated by the grammar for the source language or not and produce 
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As far as hierarchical analysis is concerned, two main standard approaches exist for parsing, 
namely top-down and bottom-up parsing. For the first type of parsing, i.e. top down parsing, 
for a given input string, parse tree is constructed beginning from the starting root non-
terminal and then it goes to the leaves. In this strategy, by the help of reworking production 
rules of a grammar, the highest level of the parse tree (root) is first parsed and then it proceeds 
to the leaves of the tree. In an easiest way, as its name implies, one can say that, in a top down 
parsing, a parse tree is built or constructed from top to down direction of the tree in which 
for deriving the given input string the root nonterminal will be expanded. The language 
accepts the string when the string can be derived, and not otherwise. The benefit of this type 
of parsing is that, using top down mechanism can easily create the parser manually.  
 
On the other side, the second category of parsing, namely bottom up parsing, does in a reverse 
direction with the top down strategy. For a given input string, a bottom up parser built the 
parse tree starting from the leaves of the tree and proceeds to the starting non-terminal root. 
Unlike top down parsing in which the input string is expanded, here in bottom-up parsing, 
the input string will be reduced to the starting non-terminal symbol, and parsing succeeds 
when the whole input has been replaced by the start symbol.  The profit for bottom up parsing 
is that, the large class of grammars and translation schemes can be handled by it. 
 
The rest of the document is organized as follows. In section 2, some discussion about 
ambiguity and context free grammar is presented. Section 3 presents all about the proposed 
method of this article. In section 4, discussion about a comparison of the proposed method 
with an already existed methods is presented. At the end, the conclusion of the paper is stated 
in section 5.   
 
 
2.0 CONTEXT FREE GRAMMAR AND AMBIGUITY 
 
According to previous researchers, the so called context free grammar (shortly named as 
grammar) describes sets of strings (i.e. languages) and defines structure on these strings.  In 
the language it defines, the syntax elements and rules for composing them from other 
syntactic elements are specifically allowed. A set of rules to identify non-terminals to obtain 
from other terminals and non-terminals, is useful in specifying the syntactical structures of a 
programming language (Dube and Feeley, 2000; Aho et al., 2007; Costa et al., 2005; Luca et 
al., 2013; Richard and Hafiz, 2006).  
  
According to these literatures, there exist four components for a context free grammar, 
namely terminal, non-terminal, start and production rule described following here. 
 
1. Terminals: these components are the basic & elementary symbols that can’t be 
replaced by anything of a grammar from which strings are obtained. They are also 
named as tokens, and it is assumed that they are the first component of tokens resulted 
from the early phase of compilation done by the lexical analyzer. Usually lowercase 
letters are in use to represent terminals in production.  
 
2. Non-Terminals: these components, also called syntactic variables, represent a set of 
strings of terminals, and they must be replaced by other things in a given grammar. 
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Non-terminals are used to specify strings and mostly they are represented by 
uppercase letters in production. 
 
  
3. Production rules: these are the grammatical rules that are used for specifying the 
manner of forming strings from combining terminals and non-terminals. The 
productions of a grammar specify the manner in which the terminals and non-
terminals can be combined to form strings. Each production rule consists of non-
terminal followed by a string of non-terminals and terminals. 
 
In production, there exists an arrow (→), the left side of this arrow consists of non-
terminals, also called head of production, and the right hand side of the arrow contains 
a sequence of terminals and/or non-terminals, also called body of production.  
 
4. Start symbol: from non-terminals of a grammar has, one is designated as start symbol 
that specify the language, and the rest is used for specifying the string. 
 
There might be a problem of ambiguity in grammars. There are different occasions to state 
whether this ambiguity problem exist for a given grammar or not. One is, when a grammar 
has more than one parse/syntax tree for a given input. The other option is that, when this 
grammar has more than one rightmost derivation for the given input. At the end when a 
grammar has more than one left most derivation. Whenever one of these options comes to 
true, then the grammar is ambiguous. For compilation purpose, unambiguous grammars have 
to be designed due to the fact that a string with more than one syntax tree frequently has more 
than one meaning. In fact, this ambiguity problem for a grammar can be resolved by changing 
and rewriting the grammar itself.  
 
Let us have a look for the above idea using a simple example. For our example, take the 
following grammar and input string. 
 
E → E – E | E * E | a | b | c ; and input string given is “ a – b * c ”. 
 
First of all, the production rule for the above grammar will be the following 
 
E → E – E  
E → E * E 
E → a 
E → b  
E → c 
 
In this grammar, the start symbol is E; terminals are -, *, a, b, c; and non-terminal is E. Left 
side of the arrow is head of the production, and right side of the arrow is the body of the 
production. Second, let us now try to draw the parse tree for the grammar and given input 
string. Before drawing the parse tree, let us describe what parse tree and derivation are.  
 
As it is described in Torben E.M. (2010), there exists two kinds of derivations namely left 
most and right most derivations. If choosing the leftmost non-terminal in each derivation 
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step, this derivation is leftmost derivation. If choosing the rightmost non-terminal in each 
derivation step, this derivation is rightmost derivation. Accordingly, left most derivation 
always rewrites the leftmost nonterminal and that of rightmost derivation always rewrites the 
rightmost nonterminal. 
 
It has been stated, a parse tree can be viewed as a graphical representation for a derivation 
that filters out the choice regarding replacement order (Aho et al., 2007). Thus, a parse tree 
pictorially shows how the start symbol of a grammar derives a string in the language. 
Moreover, each interior node of a parse tree is labeled by some non-terminal A, and that the 
children of the node are labeled, from left to right, with the symbols on the right side of the 
production by which this A was replaced in the derivation. In addition, the root of the parse 
tree is labeled by the start symbol and the leaves by non-terminals or terminals and, read from 
left to right, they constitute a sentential form of the tree. When come to drawing the parse 
tree, it can be done using left most derivation and/or right most derivation. 
 
i. Using left most derivation (LMD) 
 
E → E * E 
E → E – E * E 
E → a – E * E 
E → a – b * E 
E → a – b * c 
 
Using the rightmost derivation, the parse tree is shown in the Figure 1(a).  
 
ii. Using right most derivation (RMD)  
 
E → E – E  
E → E – E * E 
E → E – E * c 
E → E – b * c 
E → a – b * c 
 
Using the rightmost derivation, the parse tree is shown in Figure 1(b).  
 
A grammar is said too ambiguous when it permits several different parse trees for some 
strings (Aho et al., 2007). Or in another way, ambiguous grammar is the one which produces 
more than one parse tree for some sentence. Alternatively, an ambiguous grammar is one that 
produces more than one leftmost derivation or more than one rightmost derivation for the 
same sentence. 
 
As seen in Figure 1, these two different parse trees, which show as a graphical representation 
of a derivation for a grammar of a given input, are different with one another. Hence, 
according to the above descriptions, it can conclude that this given grammar is ambiguous 
since it have got two different parse trees for the same input string.  
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3.0 PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE METHOD FOR CHECKING AMBIGUITY  
 
The headache of checking ambiguity of a grammar for the current top down parsing is that, 
one has to draw and find all the possible parse trees and compares and contrasts with one 
another. Finally, if there is a difference and variation between or among the possible parse 
trees, there exists an ambiguity in a given grammar for a given input string.  But, this paper 
aims to have a better mechanism of checking this problem of ambiguity in the way that, first 
of all, the input string has to be described in the form of tree data structure (expression tree) 
and later on, this tree structure is helpful for comparing with the parse tree. 
 
An expression tree presents a tree whose leaf nodes are operands and internal nodes are 
operators of a postfix expression kind.  In so doing, it can present the parse tree in the form 
of expression tree structure in the way that values and variables of terminals are kept on leaf 
nodes and operators of terminal symbols on internal nodes of the tree. Hence, if the 
expression tree structure of a parse tree differs with the expression tree structure of an input 
string, then the grammar is ambiguous for a given input string. Unlike the current method of 
checking ambiguity, for this new approach, it may not be required to have all possible parse 
trees of a grammar for a given input string. If there is a parse tree structure which differs with 
the expression tree structure of an input string, then it can conclude that the given grammar 
is ambiguous over the given input string.  
  
The algorithm for doing this is the following: Convert the input string to tree data structure. 
Then, take the equivalent tree structure of a parse tree and check with the tree structure of an 
input string. If there is a difference, then the grammar is ambiguous and end up here. 
Otherwise, take another parse tree and check. Finally, do this until a difference is encountered 
or all possible parse trees are checked. 
 
If all possible parse trees are checked and no difference is obtained with the expression tree 





E       *       E 
                   E     -      E          c 
                  a               b 
E 
E       -       E 
                           a        E      *      E   
                                     b               c 
(a)                                                                                (b) 
 
Figure 1: Two possible parse trees for string a – b * c 
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4.0 DISCUSSION OF PROPOSED METHOD 
 
To have a better understanding of the proposed alternative method for checking ambiguity in 
a grammar, let us take the above example of grammar & input string, and discuss it. 
 
Take the following grammar E → E – E | E * E | a | b | c ; and  
Input string “a – b * c ” 
 
Accordingly, the production rule will be 
E → E – E  
E → E * E  
E → a 
E → b  
E → c  
 
In order traversal the above tree depicted in Figure 2 (in the order of left, parent & right) 














Now take the second parse tree of the grammar for the given input string, and draw the 
corresponding tree structure for it as shown in the following figure.   
 
As seen from the diagrams, the equivalent tree structure depicted under (b) for the parse tree 
depicted under (a) of the above figure differs from the tree structure of the input string shown 
under same Figure 3. Therefore, using this new method of checking ambiguity, the grammar 
has now over the given input string is ambiguous. The same is true for the next example. 
 
Consider the following grammar E → E / E | E + E | a | b | c; and  Input string “a / b + c ”. 
 
Accordingly, the production rule will be 
E → E / E  
E → E + E  
E → a  
E → b  






Figure 2: Tree structure for input string a – b * c 
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Figure 3: Parse tree and its corresponding tree structure 
 
In order, traversal the tree (in the order of left, parent & right) gives us the infix notation;  
i.e. a / b + c which is the given input string. 
 
There is a variation between input string tree structure shown in Figure 4 and the 
corresponding tree structure (b) for parse tree (a) in Figure 5. Therefore, according to our 
proposed approach, since there exists a difference in the tree structures, the grammar is 




























E       *       E 
            E         -        E       c  










Figure 4: Tree structure for input string a / b + c 
Figure 5: Parse tree and its equivalent tree structure  
       E 
      E       /       E 
                 a       E      +       E         
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5.0 CONCLUSION  
 
The grammar is ambiguous whenever it results two or more different parse trees for a given 
input string. The current method checks this problem by drawing all the possible parse trees 
of a grammar for an input string. In this paper, it is shown a possible alternative mechanism 
to check whether the ambiguity problem presents in a grammar to a given input string. Having 
an expression tree structure of the input string and equivalent tree structure for parse tree of 
a grammar can also be used as a method to check the so-called ambiguity problem syntax 
analysis during the compilation process. As mentioned earlier, in the best case, the existing 
method of checking ambiguity requires two parse trees, whereas the proposed new method 
requires one parse tree for a grammar in order to determine whether an ambiguity exists or 
not. In the worst case, both the current and proposed methods of checking an ambiguity 
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